Relative intensity comparisons between a tone and spectrally remote noise: effects of onset asynchrony.
The present experiment investigated the effect of onset asynchrony on listeners' ability to make relative intensity comparisons between a 1-kHz tone and a band of noise high-pass filtered at 3 kHz. In the synchronous condition, the tone and noise were gated on and off simultaneously. In the two asynchronous conditions, either the tone was gated on before the noise or vice versa, both stimuli terminating simultaneously. In the sequential condition, the offset of the tone coincided with the onset of the noise. The task of the six listeners was to indicate in which of the two presentation intervals the level of the tone was incremented relative to that of the noise. To deter the use of strategies based on successive, within-channel level comparisons, the overall level of the stimuli was randomized on each presentation. For all listeners thresholds were lowest in the synchronous condition, and highest in the sequential condition, the difference ranging from approximately 7 to 18 dB (signal re: pedestal amplitude). Furthermore, five of the six listeners had significantly lower thresholds in the noise-leading condition than in the tone-leading condition, the average difference across listeners being approximately 5 dB. The results are discussed in terms of auditory grouping and the possible strategies available to the listeners.